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Introduction from editor
Mark Derby
This issue of our journal has an unintended but noticeable and welcome
emphasis on overseas links and transnational issues. These were strongly
evident at the recent ‘Remember Waihi’ seminar (p. 11) which attracted at least
a dozen participants and speakers from Australia. One of them, industrial
relations lecturer Bradon Ellem, pointed out that two out of three New Zealand
miners are now working in his country, and that some of them are engaged in
the very difficult task of trying to unionise the others.
For those of us working in the fascinating but narrow field of labour history,
there is a risk of overlooking the evolving and transnational facets of the subject
in favour of a nostalgic, heritage-bound cultural nationalism. Early labour
leaders knew better. “We have no flag, we have no country”, declared one of
them during the 1890 trans-Tasman maritime strike.
The LHP is therefore delighted to record in this issue a message of solidarity
from our offshore executive member, Melanie Nolan, and to farewell another
member, Toby Boraman, as he takes up an exciting research opportunity in
Europe. We are determined to remain in touch with both of them, and to extend
our contacts with counterpart organisations and individuals in other countries.
In particular, we welcome approaches from overseas to work with us on projects
of mutual concern.

With regret, and after some reflection, I’m making this my last report as chair
of the LHP. After four years or so in the post, I’m standing down in order to
give more time to other areas of activity, and to encourage an infusion of new
blood and ideas into this excellent organisation.
I’m quite consciously vacating the chair at a time when the LHP seems in good
health and spirits. We have a large, diverse and able committee which meets
six-weekly in the Ernie Abbott room of the Wellington Trades Hall to monitor
and plan our activities. Our finances are in pretty good shape, thanks largely
to the careful oversight of treasurer Jim McAloon. Our membership is increasing
(although not as much as I’d like) and our reputation is high and widening,
thanks in part to recent and high-profile events such as the ‘Remember Waihi’
seminar.
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So I’m stepping down as chair of this excellent organisation at a time when its
function is clearly established and well appreciated nationally. We have a strong
program of activities already planned for next year, and I have no doubt that
more will arise in the coming months. I intend to remain involved at a less
active level, and I feel very grateful for the valuable and rewarding opportunity
that serving as your chair represents.
Mark Derby

Letters to the Editor
Please send letters to the editor to:
secretary@lhp.org.nz
or by post to:
Newsletter
Labour History Project

I write from Canberra to congratulate you on the newsletter. Of course there
have been and are similar Australian initiatives. The Melbourne branch of the
Australian Society for the Study of Labour History (ASSLH) has published its
newsletter Recorder, since July 1964 (http://www.asslh.org.au/melbourne). Issue
no. 273 announces the creation of the Sam Merrifield Prize, a tribute to,
amongst other activisms, a long-time editor of the Recorder.

PO Box 27-425
Wellington 6001

The Sydney branch of the ASSLH established The Hummer in June 1983 as a
bi-monthly edition, although sadly only one edition was published in 2011.
That last edition has an article on Harriet Powell, a labour organiser and friend
of Michael Savage who visited New Zealand several times (http://asslh.org.au/
hummer/). And of course the journal Labour History began in 1962 as the
Bulletin of the Australian Society for the Study of Labour History, essentially a
Canberra branch initiative before it developed into the scholarly Australasian
journal it is today. Past copies of all these publications are now available online.
The LHP Newsletter compares favourably with these and is a quarter of a century
old this month. The Trade Union History Project was formed in 1987 with the
newsletter appearing from October that year. The LHP newsletter keeps me so
up to date with your research and activities & makes me miss the LHP every
time it’s in my email inbox! It is so well put together; I appreciate all the work
you spend on it. Well done and happy 25th birthday.
Melanie Nolan
Professor of History
Director, National Centre for Biography
General Editor, Australian Dictionary of Biography
Australian National University
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RECENT AND CURRENT RESEARCH
Shirley Sutch biography
Wellington author Sarah Gaitanos is writing a biography of Wellington lawyer
and civil libertarian Shirley Sutch (nee Smith). She asks readers of the LHP
Newsletter for:
any personal recollections or anecdotes about Shirley Smith. Specifically,
I wonder if your older readers recall Shirley's participation in the protest
against the Police Offences Amendment Bill in 1951, and her subsequent
Council of Civil Liberties and Peace Council activities.
Please send any suggestions or contributions for Sarah via:
chair@lhp.org.nz

Bielchowskys biography
In 2009 Canterbury University Press published Kiwi Compañeros - New Zealand
and the Spanish Civil War, a book arising from an LHP seminar. It included
previously unpublished information on the courageous medical researchers
Franz and Marianne Bielchowsky (nee Angermann), who worked in Madrid as
members of the International Brigade throughout the civil war, declining
opportunities to leave for safer shores. After WW2 they came to Dunedin where
Franz headed the Cancer Research Laboratory at Otago University. Marianne
worked beside her husband until his death in 1965, and then alone until her
own death in 1977.
Barbara Thomson, a retired civil servant, is working on a biography of this
remarkable couple. In the Hocken Library, Dunedin, she has found “a substantial
quantity of material, well worthy to be explored. Not only did this relate to the
history of science, but also to the turbulent political times and social history
of the period.” Mark Derby, editor of Kiwi Compañeros, has been sharing research
materials with Barbara, including translations from German of their letters
from Madrid. If any of our readers knew either of the Bielchowskys, or have
other information or contacts that may be of value for this project, please advise
Barbara via: chair@lhp.org.nz

Bob Heffron: miner and premier
A gratifying number of Australians attended the recent ‘Remember Waihi’
centenary seminar (see p. 11) but one much-missed absentee was Bob Cordia.
Bob paid his registration fee but was unable to obtain a passport in time. The
application process was complicated since he was not born in Australia but in
“Surabaya, Java in the Royal Dutch Netherlands Indies, as the Indonesian
revolution was in progress”. He is a grandson of Bob Heffron, a Waihi miner,
1912 striker and sometime member of the IWW. After the violent ending of
the strike, Heffron escaped to Auckland where he faced conscription during
WW1. Sympathetic seamen smuggled him to Melbourne in the coal bunker of
a ship, and he became a union secretary and NSW Labor MP. In 1936 he and
his followers were expelled from the Labor Party for organizing against its
rightwing leader Jack Lang, and formed the Industrial Labor Party. They were
readmitted three years later, and Heffron became premier of NSW in 1959.
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Bob Cordia’s mother, Auckland-born Maylean Jessie, was Bob Heffron’s daughter.
She graduated in political science from the University of NSW with a thesis
on ‘The Heffron Party: the rise of unity Labour in NSW to displace the Lang
machine’. Maylean was a nurse by training and at the time of her death was
CEO of the Nursing and Medical Museum at Prince Henry Hospital, opposing
the sale and closure of the hospital to the bitter end, “in itself a part of labour
and nursing history in Australia”. In his mother’s autograph book, Cordia
found a note from former NZ prime minister Peter Fraser, written soon after
the younger Bob’s birth. “Peter was simply an admiring visitor, dutiful to pay
homage to the third generation of Labour, as then the only grandson and
namesake of a comrade and Kiwi labour mate who was also fortunate in life
and in family.”
Bob Cordia adds, “Certainly the generations of the 1912 Waihi strike survivors
had a social impact that branched in so many directions... its ethos transported
so well to the Big Dry Island to the west.” No book-length biography of Bob
Heffron has yet been written and his grandson hopes to remedy this striking
gap in Australian historiography.

Alf Clint: Marxist minister

LHP Newsletter editor Mark Derby was recently contracted to write a book on
co-operatives in Australia. In the course of that project he was reminded that
co-operatives originally emerged from the labour movement, and learned that
a prominent pioneer of Aboriginal co-operatives was a compatriot, albeit for
just a few years.
Alf Clint was born in Wellington in 1906 and moved to Sydney with his family
at age four, where he later joined the Christian Socialist movement. In 1929
Clint joined the Brotherhood of the Good Shepherd, one of the ‘Bush
Brotherhoods’ whose mission was to bring Christianity to the outback. According
to his entry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography, he agreed to enter the
ministry:
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on the condition that he could retain his trade union and Labor Party
affiliations, and remained a member of the A.L.P. and the Australian
Workers’ Union throughout his life. Graziers were angered by his support
for the workers, small farmers and unemployed... and by his activities on
the organizing committee of the 1930 Brewarrina shearers’ strike.
In 1932 Clint was ordained priest and served in several NSW mining towns
where he proved “a better speaker at the pit-top than in the pulpit” and was
popular with the miners but less so with parishioners who objected to his
radicalism. In 1948 he began working in Papua New Guinea and walked from
village to village helping to organize Christian co-operatives.
Convinced by this experience that co-operatives were a non-exploitative and
culturally consistent way of integrating indigenous people into the dominant
society’s political and economic system, Fr. Clint later travelled to Aboriginal
missions and helped to establish co-operatives in North Queensland, Torres
Strait and elsewhere. He was eventually prohibited entry to Anglican missions
in Queensland, where members of the state government considered him a
communist.
In 1958 Alf Clint founded Tranby Co-operative College in Glebe, Sydney to
train Aboriginal people to run their own co-operatives. It remains an active
and highly regarded Aboriginal-run adult education co-operative today, with
students from all over Australia. Lecturer Darryl French, a member of the
Gamiliroi people of northern NSW, says many of his students are returning to
the education system after several decades, “and I really applaud them for their
courage. I graduated three 70-year-olds a few years ago.”
Clint died in 1980. He is described as:
generous, humorous, hard working and idealistic, with a simple theology
in which God’s plan for a co-operative society was opposed to the interests
of ‘monopoly capitalism’... He supported Aboriginal self-reliance, cultural
self-determination and land rights at a time when these ideas were not
endorsed by most White Australians.
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NEWS ROUND UP

‘Kirk Legacy’ seminar
By David Grant

NORMAN KIRK SPEAKS TO CROWD OUTSIDE LABOUR PARTY HEADQUARTERS, LEVIN, 1972

On 2 November 2012 some 200 attendees and 15 speakers gathered at Auckland
Girls Grammar School to remember, or, more accurately, pay homage to,
Norman Eric Kirk, third Labour prime minister of New Zealand. Kirk won the
November 1972 election in a landslide after 12 years of National Government
rule but died tragically, just 21 months later in August 1974, aged 52, his
enlarged heart wearing out after many years of hard work in and out of the
House since he first became an MP in 1957.
The seminar was the brainchild of Gerry Hill, writer, former prominent trade
unionist and now owner of a popular B&B in Ponsonby. He was inspired by a
recent article by political analyst Colin James, who claimed that Kirk had
brought the country together more than any other prime minister before or
since. Gerry enlisted the help of the Labour Party/Fabians to help with the
organisation and promotion, and Paul Chalmers acted as chair on the day.
Following Gerry’s introduction, I spoke about Kirk’s early years, providing a
narrative of his first 34 years from birth to when he first entered parliament
in 1957. Centuries ago St Francis Xavier, a Jesuit priest, said “Give me the child
and I’ll show you the man” and my argument was that through the travails of
his early poverty-stricken life there was plenty in his actions and reactions to
prove that this was a particular truism for Kirk. His experiences as a child,
adolescent and young working man in part determined the kind of
parliamentarian and prime minister he became. The audience was particularly
impressed with the eloquence and intuitiveness of an excerpt that Kirk had
written describing his home street, Marlborough Street, Linwood during the
1930s depression when he lived there as a child. It was ‘Steinbeckian’ in the
imagination.
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Colin James, who was the political editor of the Dominion when Kirk came to
power as prime minister, contrasted two Norman Kirks—the ‘small l-Labour’
Norman Kirk, product of the working class and the guaranteed job, and the
‘stand-up’ New Zealander Norman, confident that it was time to be independent.
One Kirk looked back on Labour’s peak years, the other forward to an era still
to be fully self-defined. James argued that Kirk was a pivot between those two
eras, and that this was probably his defining place in our political history.
Debonair Green MP Kennedy Graham gave a personal view of the importance
of Kirk taking France to the International Court of Justice in The Hague, and
when that country defied the decision against them, sending two warships to
the French nuclear testing site at Mururoa Atoll in French Polynesia. The
progress of these events through to New Zealand’s anti-nuclear legislation
under David Lange somehow paralleled Graham’s own evolution from ‘nonaligned’ diplomat to anti-war activist.
In a light-hearted conversational presentation, former adman Bob Harvey and
Hamish Keith (who, in 1969, was keen to stand for Labour in Remuera because
he didn’t want to enter parliament) recounted the hard-hitting and innovative
advertising campaigns they ran in 1969 and 1972 to try to have Labour elected.
Harvey persuaded Kirk to change his image from jug-eared fat sloth to a trim
statesman with neat curls over his ears, presenting himself for the first time
in an expensive suit that fitted properly. All of this with startling illustrations.
The Hon. Nanaia Mahuta MP focused her presentation on Matiu Rata, New
Zealand’s first indigenous Minister of Maori Affairs under Kirk, the evolution
of the Waitangi Tribunal, and Rata’s later falling out with Labour and formation
of the Mana Motuhake party. Nanaia was a teenager at the time and her
information on Rata was largely gleaned in conversations with former MPs
Koro Wetere and Whetu Tirakatene-Sullivan, and memories of the times she
spent with her father, Tainui elder Bob Mahuta. She applauded both Rata’s and
Kirk’s freeing up land legislation for Maori land development, and their joint
bicultural sense of nationhood, the first ever in New Zealand.
Labour List MP Andrew Little took us step by step through the development
of the ACC legislation in the later 1960s and 1970s. While it was introduced
into law before John Marshall’s National Government came to power, it was
much watered down from the conclusions of Justice Woodhouse (who led the
Royal Commission which devised the scheme). When he came to power, Kirk
emboldened the scheme considerably and made it fairer.
Andrew’s contribution was followed by probably the highlight of the seminar,
the presentation of a gift by leader of the opposition David Shearer to retired
Justice Sir Owen Woodhouse of a framed portrait of the bold New Zealand
Herald headline of the day that ACC came to fruition in law. Sir Owen, 96 years
young, and having driven himself to the event, then spoke eloquently and
humbly of his role in the process, and offered a few clever insights into
subsequent developments. He received a standing ovation.
One of Norman Kirk’s earlier decisions was to cancel the proposed 1973
Springbok tour. Mike Law, HART activist at the time, talked of his organisation’s
tricky relationship with Kirk and his government over the tour. Rev Bob Scott,
a retired clergyman and close confidant of Kirk, disputed the received belief
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that Kirk cancelled the tour simply because the police had warned of intense
social dislocation in the community. Rev. Scott maintained that Kirk had come
to believe, in contrast to his earlier position, that the tour was morally wrong
and was just looking for an opportunity to cancel it. However he did not want
to appear to be dictated to by HART, CARE or the Federation of Labour which,
through Tom Skinner, was also vigorously opposed to the tour.
Margaret Hayward, Kirk’s private secretary when he was both leader of the
opposition and prime minister, and author of the Diary of the Kirk Years, spoke
about the women’s movement burgeoning during this time. She concentrated
her talk on women MPs and cabinet ministers whom Kirk and his predecessors
had appointed. Kirk shone through in this regard, she argued.
Bob Tizard, now 88 and still in rude good health, is the only surviving cabinet
minister from the Kirk administration. He spoke on a number of aspects of
his relationship with Kirk over the years. They knew each other very well as
young MPs and shared a bedroom in Fred Hackett’s ministerial home for three
years during Walter Nash’s 1957-60 administration. Tizard spoke of Kirk’s keen
intellect, hard work and the “sparring” between them as he “did not always
agree with what Norm said.” He also spoke tellingly, as others have mentioned
to me, of his difficult “obstructive” relationship with his wife, Ruth.
In an emotional address, Chris Trotter believed that Kirk “stood alone” in the
pantheon of Labour leaders, before and since. Implicitly disagreeing with Clive
James’ thesis, he argued that Kirk’s vision of expansiveness, humanity and
equality had yet “to be completed”. There were significant leftist leaders of the
time—Gough Whitlam, Salvador Allende among them—with whom Kirk stood
in proud unison on the international stage. Trotter recalled in particular that
when farewelling HNZMS Otago on the Devonport wharf before it sailed to
protest the French tests at Mururoa, Kirk invoked the Good Samaritan story in
the Bible. “We could have passed by on the other side”, he said, “but that is
not our way.” Kirk “made the country bigger,” Trotter concluded. “Labour need
to do it again...”
Finally Jacinda Ardern MP, the impressive Labour spokesperson for Social
Development and Children, took up the Kirk mantle of a fairer and more
equitable society where the poor were not left behind, as they are now. Her
conversation on today’s poverty bookended nicely the poverty I had mentioned
of Kirk’s family when he was a child. The more things change, I mused, the
more things stay the same.
Last week, as I turned on the radio and listened to parliament—which I very
rarely do—I was astounded to hear Chris Finlayson taking precious speaking
time blasting the Kirk Legacy conference as a waste of time, a Labour Party
jackup—and where was Roger Douglas or Michael Bassett. So what? I thought
it was a marvellous event and so did everyone else I spoke to. Is this what we
pay our politicians to do? Did Finlayson not have anything important to tell
the world? Glory be.
David Grant is writing a biography of Norm Kirk.
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‘Remember Waihi’ seminar,
9-11 November 2012

Joce Jesson’s heart sank when she saw an email arrive with the subject line
‘Spanner in the works’. As one of the key organisers of the international seminar
to mark the centenary of the 1912 Waihi miners’ strike, she knew just how easy
it would be for something major to go wrong with the plans at the last minute.
But the email was from CTU secretary Pete Conway, who is also a key member
of the band ‘Spanner in the works’, along with fellow unionists Ross Teppett,
Sue Windsor, Bill Newsom and others. Peter simply wanted to confirm
arrangements for performing at the Waihi RSA Hall on the following Saturday
night. Joce breathed out again.
In the end, the only real difficulty facing the organisers (who included Gay
Simpkin in Auckland and Mark Derby in Wellington) was how to accommodate
everyone who wanted to attend. The original venue, the cosy Waihi Friendship
Hall, proved too small once registrations surged above 70, and instead it became
a base for participants throughout the weekend.
The date chosen for the seminar was a century on from ‘Black Tuesday’, the
fatal morning when a crowd of vengeful strikebreakers beat striker Fred Evans
to death and then launched a pogrom against other prominent strikers and
their families, driving them out of town, in many cases permanently. Another
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organisation, the Australian Mining History Association (AMHA), had chosen
to hold its AGM in Waihi that same weekend, and had booked the large and
well-equipped Memorial Hall, which stands on the same site as the nowdemolished Waihi Miners’ Union Hall. The AMHA was happy to share this
venue with us for the morning sessions of our seminar, and in the afternoon
the ‘Remember Waihi’ participants decamped to the equally historic former
council chambers.
The seminar presenters included distinguished historians addressing specific,
and in some cases little known, aspects of the strike, but also descendants of
those who took part in the events of 1912, such as former Miners’ Union
president Bill Parry, and rank and file striker Fred Evans. This combination of
the erudite and the emotive proved an ideal way to address and better understand
such a dramatic and still contested historic event.
Immediately after the seminar, and just around the corner at the Waihi Arts
Centre and Museum (whose handsome premises once housed the School of
Mines), an exhibition opening and book launch took place. Artist Bob Kerr had
spent several years working on ‘Gold Strike’, an exhibition based on the people
and events of Waihi in 1912, and his highly charged paintings were superbly
displayed by the arts centre’s volunteer staff. The same artworks were reproduced
in Waiheathens - voices from a mining town, a book by Mark Derby that draws
on authentic impressions of Waihi and the strike, many of them rare or
previously unpublished.
That wasn’t the end of the day’s events. Next, in the intimate surroundings of
the Friendship Hall, came the Waihi Oratorio, a specially written and produced
musical theatre piece by West Coasters Paul Maunder, Heather Fletcher and
Freya Johnson. This proved to be the one occasion when the entire story of the
strike, from its origins to its fatal aftermath, was told from beginning to end,
and provided a powerful context to the more detailed information represented
earlier in the day.
After that, and with great enthusiasm, we all repaired to the local RSA, where
Spanner in the Works and surprise guests such as an ad hoc chorus of union
maids provided 24-carat entertainment for the rest of the night.
The final, and most memorable, element of this remarkable commemorative
event took place the following morning. A solemn procession led by FIRST
Union general secretary Robert Reid, carried a large wreath from the Friendship
Hall to the back of the former Miners’ Hall, the spot where Fred Evans was
killed, and observed a minute’s silence for this unassuming martyr of the union
movement. Then Robert led us to the front of the Miners’ Hall where the
wreath was laid at the plaque that commemorates Evans. In a heartfelt speech,
Robert linked the events at Waihi a hundred years ago with the deaths just two
years ago of miners at Pike River, and of other workers in many industries
whose health, and even lives, are at risk in their workplaces and on picket lines.
The range and quality of the presentations to this seminar has ensured that
they will be published in book form, hopefully during 2013. And Bob Kerr’s
‘Gold Strike’ paintings will remain on view at Waihi until February, then transfer
to the Rotorua Art Gallery, and finally to Whitespace Gallery in Ponsonby,
Auckland in mid-2013.
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Activist and academic: an interview
with Cybéle Locke
For a New Zealand historian to gain a tenured university post to teach labour history
is a cause for some satisfaction. So when Cybéle Locke was appointed to the staff of
Victoria University’s history programme, her colleague Jim McAloon (also the LHP’s
meticulous treasurer) sat down with her for a chat.
As an undergraduate in English at Otago University, Cybéle Locke “fell in love
with New Zealand history—especially Maori history and its social context”. She
switched her major and prepared to undertake a history PhD through Auckland
University. “But I led a sort of dual life, I guess—passionately committed to
New Zealand history, and also a student activist. In 1994 I took a year off from
studying to work on unemployment issues and met people like Sue Bradford
in Auckland.” [Sue headed a series of unemployed and beneficiaries unions in
the 1980s, before becoming a Green MP—ed.] During that year Cybéle took
part in an occupation of the Reserve Bank alongside Sue Bradford, to demand
that it give greater priority to reducing unemployment. Inspired and newly
informed by this experience, Cybéle chose as her PhD topic a comparison of
unemployed workers’ movements in the 1930s and 1980s, through a bicultural
lens. “The movement gave me the topic,” she says. “I do get accused of doing
sociology, because my research is often so contemporary... So I started to
intertwine my two lives. But I was very careful, in researching the history of
the modern-day unemployment movements, to stop at the point just before I
got involved with any of them.”
Cybéle was herself unemployed for a period after finishing the doctorate, and
sought career advice from her supervisor, Judith Binney, who recommended
that she turn her thesis into a book, and first publish part of it as a journal
article. To solve the problem of earning a living in the mean time, Dr Binney
contacted colleagues in the field of Waitangi Tribunal research, “and the next
thing I knew I was writing a social impact report for Ngati Kuia, and I was
inducted into that world... I formed really strong relationships with the
claimants.”
While working in Wellington, where the Tribunal is based, Cybéle was given
a short-term lecturing position at Massey University, relieving for former LHP
stalwart Kerry Taylor. There she met a short-term lecturer in the English
Department, Simon Hay, who became her husband. Simon got a tenure-track
position at a US undergraduate university, Connecticut College, where Cybéle
gained lecturing work as well. “There’s not much call to teach New Zealand
history in the United States, so I designed a comparative indigenous histories
and restorative justice course, comparing case studies in the US, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand. Then I did a transnational US and NZ women’s
history course... Eventually I got a two-year visiting position in the women’s
studies department and it was there that I wrote a labour history course called
‘Sweatshop warriors and global capitalism’. I did various case studies of the
clothing industry across the world, starting with the Triangle Fire [a devastating
fire in a New York clothing factory in 1911—ed.], and going on to immigrant
women in sweatshops and the transnational activism that arose out of that.”

14
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A similarly potent mix of gender, race and class politics informs the book
Workers in the Margins, derived from Cybéle’s PhD thesis, which was published
just before her return to New Zealand in early 2012. “I wanted to write something
from the perspective of those people who experienced unemployment, and
other kinds of marginalizing, and to give them some agency back. Because
there were people who resisted the restructuring of the economy in the 1980s
and it was their stories I really wanted to tell.
“I’ve always hated the academic model of judging the success and failure of
social movements... because that story is never finished. So a really strong
impulse [ for writing the book] was to give a level of detail that could trace the
causation between people trying to bring about positive change... One of the
beautiful things about oral history is that it does give you the chance to look
at people who have not had their stories studied as much [as the leaders of
movements and organisations].
“The other thing about writing contemporary history is that people change
their politics, or they’re affected by the betrayals of people they’ve worked
with... I would never want to write a history that entirely avoids those issues,
but I wasn’t writing these people’s biographies. I was talking about the roles
they played—how they built their groups or movements or organizations, and
how they watched them fall apart.”

15
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In 2012 Cybéle was employed at Victoria University for the stated purpose of
teaching labour history, among other courses. In this country this makes her
a rarity within her profession and she sees this as “a very sad state of affairs.
Because I’d already worked with people like Kerry [Taylor] and Melanie [Nolan],
I used to see myself as part of a group of labour historians—a small group, but
they were still out there... But now I do feel alone.” She was especially pleased,
therefore, when Anna Green, also a labour and oral historian, joined the Stout
Centre at Victoria University in September 2012.
Making the most of her special field, Cybéle designed a course that explored
the history of work in New Zealand called ‘Work, wages and whiteness’.
“We explored issues of employment, unpaid work and labour, unions,
underemployment, temping. At the same time I led the students into how do
an oral interview. They needed to interview someone aged about 60. There were
quite a few negotiations around that age, but I wanted to cover the two different
periods we’ve had in New Zealand since World War Two, leading from a
standardised to a non-standardised workforce. And I encouraged them to
interview someone from their family. In my own third-level honours course at
Otago University, Erik Olssen taught an oral history component and I interviewed
my grandfather, who passed away not long after I did that interview. So it’s
always been a taonga for me. In that course Erik also wanted us to analyse the
place of class, race and gender in the working life of that person, so that’s
exactly what I did with my students.
“The marking for that course has been a pleasure actually, because there’s a
diverse range of people who’ve been interviewed, so it’s full of surprises. Then
I got them to take that oral history and make it the centre of a research
assignment—to see if this person’s experience and their ideas on work are
different, or normative. And again, it’s been wonderful—full of insight. In the
future I might want to set this course up so that the work is not something the
students keep privately—the interviews could be put in the Oral History Centre
at the Turnbull.
“Of course, these are stage three students, and they’re about to go and figure
out what’s next in terms of their own work, so it really hit home to them
personally. It got them to think about issues that affect all workers.”
Preparation for this course required Cybéle to undertake a crash course in New
Zealand labour history publications produced during the years she had spent
in the US. “While labour historiography was fairly strong at the turn of the
20th century, there are so many gaps still. Even on relatively well-covered
subjects like the Waihi strike, for example, there’s nothing on Maori. So I’m
thinking up possible topics to be researched by students going on to postgraduate
study, particularly around Maori and trade unions.”
Cybéle is also preparing to fill historiographical gaps with her own writing.
She plans to develop the paper she delivered to the ‘Remember Waihi’ seminar
(see p. 11), on women in the strike, into a chapter for a proposed multi-authored
book, and may supply a further chapter on the role of Maori in the strike. “I’m
also starting to develop a comparative research project on organising women
clerical workers in the US and New Zealand during the 1970s and 1980s, to be
called Raises, Not Roses.”
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A foot in each camp: industrial
unionism and the 1912 Waihi Strike
By Stuart Moriarty-Patten

THE 1912 WAIHI STRIKE COMMITTEE. HARRY MELROSE OF THE IWW IS SEVENTH FROM RIGHT.
SIR GEORGE GREY SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, AUCKLAND LIBRARIES, AWNS-19120523-9-3

One way of viewing the 1912 Waihi strike is as the Thames Star did in August
1912:
The strike in Waihi is a fight between Anarchists and the law-abiding
working class. This is the issue in Waihi. Anarchism, strikes, violence and
sabotage; every possible crime against political action, and the peaceful
methods of social reform.1
While there is no evidence that anarchists were at large in Waihi in 1912, it
was a town vibrant with the ideals of revolutionary socialism and industrial
unionism along the lines then being propagated by the Industrial Workers of
the World (IWW) in the USA. It can be argued that around this time the politics
of the New Zealand Socialist Party (NZSP), the New Zealand Federation of
Labor (NZFoL) and industrial unionism were barely distinguishable.
The similarities between them can be seen in a variety of events just prior to
1912. For example, the NZSP’s endorsement of the IWW preamble at their
1908 conference, the Christchurch branch of the IWW disbanding to become
a recruiting branch for the NZFoL;2 and the preaching of industrial unionism
by people such as Harry Fitzgerald on NZSP platforms. Future members of
the IWW, such as Tom Barker in Auckland and Harry Melrose in Waihi, were
both active members of the NZSP in 1912, and it was not uncommon to see
IWW speakers sharing the same platform as NZSP members. IWW members
from Auckland would visit Waihi and share platforms with the local socialists
to address the miners.3 In Auckland itself the IWW and the NZSP worked hand
in hand to organise support for striking Waihi miners imprisoned in Mount
Eden. Typical of such meetings was one at the Grey Statue in Auckland in
September 1912, shortly after the first batch of miners was imprisoned. A
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crowd of over 2000 listened to speeches from Murdoch, Blackburn, Reeve and
Hanlon of the IWW, and H. Scott Bennett, Barker and Canham of the NZSP.4
One man amongst many in Waihi who illustrate how it was possible to have
a foot in each of these camps was Charles Smith. Smith, who often used the
pseudonym ‘The Rebel’ when writing for the Maoriland Worker, was a miner
and president of the Waihi branch of the NZSP. In his role as the official
correspondent of the Waihi Miners’ Union (WMU) and the NZSP Waihi branch,
he wrote regular articles and news items entitled ‘Waihi Whiffs’ for the Maoriland
Worker. These detailed events in Waihi but also extolled the virtues of
revolutionary socialism and industrial unionism.

CHARLES SMITH, ‘THE REBEL’. PAINTING BY BOB
KERR FROM THE EXHIBITION ‘GOLD STRIKE’

In the months leading up to and during the Waihi strike, the town was a hotbed
of radical activity based around the NZSP, the WMU, and an anti-militarist
league. There was also an informal IWW group set up by J.B. King who had
moved to the town from Auckland. The growing reputation of Waihi as a leading
light in socialist circles led Edward Hunter (better known as Billy Banjo) to call
Waihi “the centre of thought’ in the North.5 A visitor to the town described how
practically every resident got the Maoriland Worker,6 and the Maoriland Worker
itself reported how IWW pamphlets were finding a ready sale. The Maoriland
Worker went so far as to describe Waihi, along with Karangahake and Huntly,
as the “Communes of the French Revolution over again”, from which;
we see emerging the organisation that is not only Industrial Unionist in
name but in actual command of the industrial processes guided and governed
in the interests of the workers.7
The same article describes how the union was the very pivot of the town, if not
quite its governing body. This makes it appear that the WMU was more than
an organisation aiming solely to better its members’ wages and conditions, but
had aspirations to take over the management of the industry, and was actively
demonstrating how the organisation for a post-revolutionary society could be
created within the present society.
A contemporary report in the Dominion also argued that the WMU had developed
into more than a union and was now a “socialist organisation”. The same article
noted the rapid growth of socialism in Waihi, stating that just a few years earlier
the socialists were a small body with “eccentric views”, but they were now a
menace to the previously quiet town.8
In calling the WMU a “socialist organisation”, the Dominion was recognising
the link between the WMU and the NZSP, and they were indeed closely linked.
The most prominent officials of the WMU were socialists, as were the most
regular attendees at the WMU’s meetings. Of the 19 seats on the WMU
committee, 17 were held by affirmed socialists, with the other two belonging
to members who were avowedly sympathetic to the cause of the NZFoL.9
Similarly, the leading figures in the NZSP were miners. The NZSP was permitted
to use the Miners’ Hall free of charge because, in the words of Charles Smith,
the party was spreading the “Gospel of Industrial Unionism.”10 When the NZSP
selected Pat Hickey to contest the Ohinemuri electorate in the 1911 general
election, the WMU decided, almost unanimously, to support the party, and
Hickey’s campaign.11 Smith particularly mentioned this last point as evidence
of the socialist progression of the WMU, as in the previous general election
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the union had supported a candidate opposing the Socialist candidate.12
Even though Hickey lost the 1911 election, the count of votes reflected the
militancy of Waihi, as the town voted strongly for him.13 Charles Smith, who
had acted as the organiser for Hickey’s campaign, wasn’t too downcast. He
pointed out that since the 1908 election the socialist vote had increased by over
100 per cent and nearly 1700 workers had
recorded their vote in favour of abolishing wage-slavery, in favour of
abolishing conscription, in favor of giving to those who produce the wealth
of the world, the full product of their labour.14
He added a warning to the rest of New Zealand to “watch Waihi.”
Meetings of the Waihi branch of the NZSP were well attended, and could be
boisterous affairs. A talk by socialist leader Robert Way denouncing the Catholic
Church and religion in general, resulted in newspaper headlines throughout
New Zealand. When Archdeacon Brodie of Waihi’s St. Joseph’s Catholic Church
tried to reply he was drowned out, and the press expressed horror that the
revered cleric had been treated with such disrespect.15
The NZSP had other methods of gaining attraction and support. It sponsored
a writing competition for schoolchildren with a gold medal as the prize for the
best essay on the subject of ‘The People’s Flag, the Red Flag,’ with an emphasis
on comparing living conditions under capitalism and in a post-revolutionary
society. This competition came about to counter a similar competition run by
the head teacher of the Waihi South School whose subject was the ‘Union Jack’.
This in turn arose from comments by William Parry, the president of the WMU,
who had called the Union Jack a “piratical flag.”16 Although the head teacher
instructed his pupils not to enter the NZSP’s competition, the response delighted
Charles Smith, who wrote in the Maoriland Worker that “entries are rolling in
in such numbers as to predict a right royal time for capitalism in the near
future from our young companions in revolt.”17
The winner was Zena Norton, the 16-year-old daughter of a striking miner.
Her essay was published in its entirety in the Maoriland Worker, and an
extract reads:
In my opinion we have a great duty as children...to support a flag that stands
for peace and plenty for all, that will give every child the right to live in
proper conditions, and that will give every child the right to go to school.
That flag is not the Union Jack, but the plain Red Flag of Socialism.18
Zena went on to challenge the winner of the school competition to a debate,
but the offer was not accepted.
Another way the NZSP looked to influence the young was by running a socialist
Sunday School with a regular attendance of 50 youngsters. The women of Waihi
were also heavily involved in the fight for socialism, so much so that Smith
commented that with the “women and children working hard...the day of
Freedom is being drawn much closer.”19
The NZSP and WMU worked together to oppose compulsory military training,
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which had been introduced by the Defence Act of 1909. The strength of the
Waihi Anti-Militarist League was demonstrated when four “brave sons of the
working-class” returned to Waihi after serving seven days in prison for refusing
to serve in the conscript army. In what was described as “the finest welcome
ever extended to any person or persons in Waihi”, the four, Carl Rogers,
Edward Dwyer, Jack Brooks, and H. Marks, were met off the train on their
release from Thames jail by Bill Parry of the Miners’ Union, Harry Holland of
the Australian Socialist Party; Smith of the NZSP and J.B. King of the IWW.
Several hundred people escorted the young jailbirds to a meeting in the main
street, accompanied by a band playing ‘The Red Flag’, ‘Onward Friends of
Freedom’, and choruses of
Hurrah! Hurrah! No conscript oath for me
Hurrah! Hurrah! We’ll stand up with the free
Weíll pay no fine, we’ll bide our time, to jail we’ll go with glee
And bear the brunt in the glorious fight for Freedom.20
Smith came in for some criticism from the Waihi Non-commissioned Officers’
Club, which sent a stern letter to the Miners’ Union following a speech in
Waihi’s Seddon Street when Smith said:
the working-man who puts on the soldier’s rig-out was a scab and a traitor
to the working class as well as a licensed murderer21
He had previously caused a national scandal at another Anti-Militarist League
meeting when he described the king as a “man with two wives” (presumably
referring to the fact that George V had once had a marriage proposal turned
down before he married his wife). This earned him headlines such as ‘A disloyal
socialist’; ‘Socialist insults royalty’; ‘How far will socialists go?’; and simply
‘A disgrace.’22

SOME OF THE HEADLINES THAT GREETED CHARLES SMITH’S ‘INSULT’ TO THE KING.

During the six-month-long 1912 strike the press complained frequently of IWWstyle direct action and tactics. Canterbury’s Press newspaper claimed that
businessmen and journalists were receiving anonymous threats.23 One such
threat, it was alleged, took the form of a letter to Mr. McRobie, the proprietor
of the local newspaper, the Waihi Telegraph, which had been consistently critical
of the striking miners. The letter ran:
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You dirty, black, trimmed-whiskered mongrel, if you don’t alter your hostile
tactics toward the Waihi Miners’ Union in your leading articles in your
dirty, gutter-snipe rag, I inform you candidly that I have 250 plugs of
gelignite, 100 detonators, and six coils of fuse, of which you shall swallow
some if you keep on at the rate you are going. Now, McRobie, I have warned
you; so beware—I am in earnest, ‘Only a Striker.’24
It should be noted that McRobie came to no harm during the Waihi dispute.
Other direct action tactics included boycotts of strikebreakers, their families
and anyone who had dealings with them, and ‘following up’—the practice by
groups of strikers of following hard on the heels of individual scabs as they
walked around town. This activity was eventually declared illegal and led to
many miners being arrested and imprisoned towards the end of the strike.
Those who went to prison came in for much criticism in the press for refusing
to be bound over to keep the peace, which would have kept them out prison.
The tireless Smith, while representing in court the first of those charged,
pointed out the futility of those men offering sureties to keep the peace as
they feared, probably correctly, that they would be targeted for further arrest
if they were found in the vicinity of future meetings, or what Smith termed
“street rows.”25
Smith himself became a victim of the prosecutions when he was convicted and
bound over for using obscene language, namely calling a strikebreaking mineworker named Heath “a dirty scab.” Interestingly, Heath himself had only
recently been convicted in the same court for striking a woman, an offence for
which he only had to pay costs.26 Another miner in court that day, Linton Moore,
was told by the magistrate that he would be let off his charge of using offensive
language if he promised not to do it again. As a display of solidarity, and perhaps
of the esteem in which Smith was held, Moore refused to accept this offer,
arguing that his charge was the same as Smith’s and so the two should get the
same punishment. Moore was therefore also bound over, both men refused to
find the surety and were held in Waihi’s jail awaiting transfer to Mount Eden
prison in Auckland. Another miner on that day did accept the magistrate’s offer
to dismiss his charge if he promised not to repeat the action. That miner was
Frederick Evans, who was killed a few weeks later by an enraged crowd of
strikebreakers and police.27
Once the strike was lost, on 12-13 November 1912, the NZFoL raise sureties
for all the imprisoned Waihi men and they were released later that month.
In finally admitting defeat, Smith himself submitted the motion at a meeting
of the WMU in the Auckland Trades Hall, Auckland, which ended the strike.
The motion (which was not passed unanimously, 24 miners voting to fight on),
read, in part:
After participating in... one of the most strenuous, orderly, and clear-cut
fights for Industrial Unionism in Australasia, we feel compelled, owing to
the forces arrayed against us...in fact every conceivable capitalist force, to
arrive at this decision.
We realise that for the time being we have the worst of the deal, but we are
firmly convinced that we will emerge from the conflict stronger and more
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able to carry on the work of human freedom in the near future.28
The following year, looking back at the Waihi dispute, the Auckland IWW paper
the Industrial Unionist noted that the crushing of the striking Waihi miners,
and their forced removal from the town, helped spread the revolutionary
message around New Zealand. Charles Smith was an example of this. He
moved to Nelson where he set up a branch of the NZSP. However, the greatest
legacy of the Waihi strike is the very real possibility of the creation of a town
run by the workers, for the workers. The shockingly violent defeat of the strike
meant that this visionary community, which could have been a focal point and
inspiration to the rest of Australasia’s working class, never came to be.
Stuart Moriarty-Patten is a Gisborne historian of the IWW. He was due to give a
paper to the recent ‘Remember Waihi’ seminar on the IWW’s role in the 1912 strike,
and revised it as this article when he was unable to attend the seminar.
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Leo Woods: Waihi, the IWW and
the Great Strike of 1913
By Jared Davidson

CROWD AT QUEENS WHARF, WELLINGTON, DURING THE 1913 WATERFRONT STRIKE.
1/2-046169-G. ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND.

With the recent centennial of the 1912 Waihi Strike, and with 1913 not too far
off, the following extract seems timely. It is from a letter written by Leo Woods
to Bert Roth, historian and avid creator of (now highly valued) records pertaining
to New Zealand’s labour movement. Roth may have been collecting material
for his book Trade Unions in New Zealand (Reed, 1973), or for one of many
articles and lectures he produced. Either way, his letter to Woods and subsequent
reply offers an insight into a number of key struggles during the first decades
of the twentieth century—from the Waihi and Great Strikes, to the First World
War, the One Big Union Council and the Communist Party of New Zealand.
Woods was well placed to provide Roth with the information he sought.
Radicalised in the class struggles of 1911 and 1912, he was “hunted by the
Police in Waihi”, active in the Auckland branch of the Industrial Workers of
the World (IWW), and during the Great Strike of 1913 sat on the Thames strike
committee. As a Wobbly and socialist, Woods refused to fight during the First
World War and was “thrown into one of [Prime Minister] Massey’s concentration
camps, Kaingaroa Prison Camp, near Rotorua” for 18 months. Upon his release
in 1919 he was among those who formed the One Big Union Council, becoming
literary secretary and delegated to smuggle banned literature from Sydney until
1921, when he and other Wobblies formed the Communist Party of New
Zealand. Woods remained a member for over forty years, writing ‘Why I am
A Communist’ in 1968.
Written in November 1960, the following extract is the first four sections of
what Woods titled ‘The Labour Movement’, and is archived in the Roth Collection,
MS-Papers-6164, Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington). The remaining
extracts will be featured in the next issue. Spelling and punctuation as in
the original.
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Waihi Socialist Party
WOODS: If my memory serves me right in the year 1910, but definitely
1911 and 1912 Waihi boasted the existence of a Socialist Party, and together
with the militant Waihi Miners’ Union invited socialist and labour leaders
near and far, who addressed massed meetings in the Miners’ Union Hall
at the weekends. The first person I had the honour to listen to was the great
socialist leader Tom Mann, who declared he was a revolutionary socialist.
Then followed Ben Tillett and Alderman [Edward] Hartley. The strike year
1912 attracted more speakers chief among whom were a person named
[Harry] Fitzgerald, a brilliant orator, and one Jack [ John Benjamin] King,
a visitor from USA who [illegible] the principles of the IWW (Industrial
Workers of the World). He formed an economic class on Marxism and
delivered several lectures. He made a great impression on the miners. After
he left NZ for Australia, Prime Minister Massey was going to deport him.
Other notable leaders who came to Waihi were Tom Barker (IWW), H Scott
Bennett, great social reformer and member of Auckland Socialist Party, H
E Holland, Robert Semple, Paddy Webb, Peter Fraser, R F Way and others.

Waihi Strike
In may 1912 the Waihi Miners went on strike against the action of a section
of the union, some but not all of the engine-drivers in the union breaking
away from the union and forming a ‘scab’ union. These boss inspired
stooges were used by the mining companies to smash the militant classconscious union which had won concession after concession from the
companies in round-table conferences. Earlier the miners by ballot had
discarded the Arbitration Court as an instrument of the employing class.
The mine owners feared the growing strength of the legitimate union. The
strikers fought on for 8 1/2 months, displayed a magnificent spirit of
solidarity. The heroism and pluck of the women folk in standing shoulder
to shoulder with the men was a shining example of courage and dauntless
determination. In the end the strikers were broken by the influx of Premier
Bill Massey’s police thugs who, maddened by liquor (provided by the Tory
Government) batoned the strikers [illegible] and murdered one Frederick
George Evans. Dragged him through the streets and threw him into a prison
cell. He died in hospital a victim of governmental and employers murderous
designs and cruelty, a martyr to the movement of the working class. Many
of the miners were attacked by ‘scabs’ under police protection, and their
property wrecked. Many including myself were forced to leave Waihi because
of the threat of victimisation because we would not be re-employed. Those
who did get back were forced through a searching screening process. The
union President W E Parry and a number of others were imprisoned because
they refused to sign bonds for good behaviour. But no strike is ever lost
because of the spirit of solidarity manifested and the great boost it gives to
trades unionism and the power and strength it puts into the workers hands.
During that strike the money that was donated by the working class in NZ
and Australia ran into thousands of pounds. That was before capitalistic
governments devised the weapon of freezing union funds.

The General Strike
In 1913 a mass movement of workers staged a general strike. Watersiders,
miners, labourers, seamen, [illegible] employees and various other trade
unions fought for better conditions. The workers gave the employers the
greatest fight of their lives. In the words of Robert (Bob) Semple Organiser
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of the Red Federation, that he would stop the wheels of industry from the
North Cape to the Bluff, that is just about what took place. Labour leaders
were again imprisoned. The ‘Maoriland Worker’ official organ of the
Federation of Labour and the ‘Industrial Unionist’ official organ of the IWW
group fought to the death for the working class, whilst the capitalist press,
the Auckland ‘Herald’ and ‘Star’, the ‘Dominion’ and others fought tooth
and nail for their capitalist masters. Once again the money rolled in from
Australian unions and from people who were not on strike in NZ. Strike
committees were set up in strike areas and in non-strike areas alike. In the
latter areas representatives of the strikers spoke and appealed for funds. In
one such area the Thames where a strike committee was set up with myself
as secretary, such speakers as M J Savage (afterwards Premier of NZ), Ted
Canham (Watersiders), Harry Melrose (IWW), Rob Way and others including
local speakers stated the strikers’ case. Once again the bosses’ stooges
formed scab unions. A body (13 men?) could form a ‘scab’ union and coerce
the remainder into joining it. Thus the strike was again broken. The labour
leaders turned to political action, vote us into power they said and we will
legislate for you. You will never be jailed if you go on strike with a Labour
government in power. But under Prime Minister Peter Fraser (who at one
stage led the Waihi Strike as representative of the Red Federation of Labour)
did actually cause to be jailed ‘[illegible] workers’ who later on went on
strike. How the mighty had fallen!

The IWW
About 1912 a group known as the IWW (Industrial Workers of the World)
was formed in Auckland and other places in NZ in the most militant areas.
Huntly, West Coast of the South Island, Wellington and elsewhere. The
principles of the organization was the advocacy of Industrial Unionism and
the One Big Union. Its headquarters were in the USA where it had a big
following and had very successful fights with the employing class there. Its
preamble went like this: ‘The working class and the employing class have
nothing in common. There can be no peace so long as hunger and want
are found among millions of working people and the few, who make up the
employing class, have all the good things of life. Between these two classes
a struggle must go on until the world’s workers organise as a class, take
possession of the earth and the machinery of production and abolish the
wages system. [illegible] ‘An Injury to one is an injury to all’. Instead of the
conservative motto ‘a fair days wage for a fair days work’, let us inscribe
upon our banner the revolutionary watchword: abolition of the wages
system.’ The IWW did not believe in parliamentary action. The chief
propagandists in the Auckland group were Tom Barker, Charlie Reeves,
Frank Hanlon (Editor of ‘Industrial Unionist’), Allan Holmes, Jim Sullivan,
Bill Murdoch, Percy Short and Jack O’Brien. Lesser lights but still [illegible]
active participation in the struggle were Frank Johnston, George Phillips,
Lila Freeman, myself, just to mention a few. The aftermath of the 1913
strike and World War 1 scattered the members far and wide and the group
faded away.
Jared Davidson is an archivist, historian and designer of the LHP Newsletter.
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On the Pat Hickey trail
By Peter Clayworth

VIEW FROM THE TRAIN IN THE EASTERN UTAH DESERT COUNTRY. PETER CLAYWORTH

During the first week of October 2012 I went to Denver, Colorado, following
an invitation to speak at the 51st conference of the Western History Association
(WHA). My talk was based on my research into Pat Hickey’s days as a hobo
miner in the American West. Hickey, who later won fame in New Zealand as
a Red Fed and early labour leader, was an itinerant worker in the western USA
in 1900-1901 and again in 1903-1906. In contrast to his later reputation as a
firebrand and ‘revolutionist’, Hickey arrived in the States as an apolitical farm
boy from Nelson. His socialist and revolutionary industrial unionist beliefs
were formed in America, where he witnessed the brutality of open class warfare.
The Western History Association conference covered a broad range of topics,
touching on many aspects of the history of the American west. These included
Native American (American Indian) history, immigration and migrant labour,
mining, railroad building and women’s roles in the history of the west. While
these subjects all concern involve the history of working people, the only session
specifically devoted to labour history was the one at which I spoke. The other
speakers were Ron Briley of Sandia Prep School, who spoke on the music,
politics and life of Woody Guthrie, focusing on his 1946 Struggle album, and
Kathy Sturdevant of Pike’s Peak Community College. Kathy spoke of the history
of the Victor Miners’ Hall and of the attempts to preserve that historic building.
Her paper was of special interest to me as the Labour History Project has
supported the campaign to save Victor Miners’ Hall.
Kathy described the events in 1903 when the miners of Cripple Creek and
Victor, Colorado, were in armed confrontation with scabs and militia. Her
grandfather Archie Harper and great-grandfather John Harper were both
involved in the strike. John Harper, originally from the Shetland Islands, was
a leader of the Victor Miners’ Union and the manager of the union store. He
was subject to a violent attack by gun thugs. Along with many other union
members, he was driven out of town in a scene paralleling the events of Waihi
in 1912. The Victor Miners’ Hall still bears the bullet holes from the militia’s
attack on it. Unfortunately the fate of the building is still undetermined.
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I was travelling in the USA with my partner Janis, both on our first visit to
America. We were fascinated to visit the country whose cultural, economy and
military power have had such an influence on the world. As a boy growing up
in the ‘60s I was raised on ‘cowboys and Indians’, and now we were in the
heart of the wild west. I was also pleased to be literally following the trail that
Pat Hickey had wandered in his youth. He had visited Denver, the ‘mile high
city’, in 1900 and again in 1903. Though founded in the gold rush of 1858,
modern-day Denver is no longer principally a mining town, nor is it the
provincial ‘cow town’ it once was. The city has a vibrant cultural scene and a
wide range of galleries, museums and parks. It is also a place of great ethnic
diversity, with a strong African American and Latino presence.
Despite the many positive features of Denver, the inequalities of wealth and
opportunity are obvious. We saw many indications of an advanced capitalist
country with a minimal welfare net. We were frequently approached by beggars,
always very polite so that at no time did we feel threatened or pressured. The
streets seemed full of folk in wheelchairs, some of them obviously war veterans,
and all clearly not well off. Americans are very worried over their unemployment
rate, which was climbing above 7%. Yet in the Presidential debate, occurring
in Denver during our visit, no candidate used the term ‘working class’. It
appears the current political discourse of America’s politicians sees a struggle
between the middle class and the super-rich. Everyone, apart from super-rich
and the homeless unemployed, is defined as either ‘middle class’ or ‘aspiring
middle class’. Aspiring middle class seemingly stretches to include the large
low-paid work force, many of them illegal immigrants, that the American
economy depends on in the service industries, cleaning, and agricultural labour.
The World’s Wealth for the World’s Aspiring Middle Class?
From Denver Janis and I were taken on a tour of southwestern Colorado and
southeastern Utah by some kindly local benefactors I had met in New Zealand.
Travelling through the Rockies we visited some of the mining towns Hickey
had passed through during his first journey through Colorado in 1900 and
1901. The town of Leadville, where Hickey had looked unsuccessfully for work,
was the site of a strike and lockout in 1896. The Cloud City Miners’ Union,
local 33 of the Western Federation of Miners, had struck over wages. The strike
was defeated as the employers combined to lock out miners from the nonstriking mines, then brought in spies and scab labour. Both sides resorted to
violence. Five people were killed, four of them miners, while 27 unionists were
jailed.
The Guggenheims built their family fortune on Leadville’s silver mines, going
on to dominate a substantial portion of the west’s mining and smelting industry
in both the USA and Mexico. The Guggenheims competed with rival mining
companies, trying to increase profits by reducing labour costs and conditions.
This was the underlying cause of many of the disputes unions fought with
western mining companies.
Leadville was also the site where John James (J.J.) Brown, a mining engineer,
made his fortune, developing the Little Jonny mine for the Ibex Mining Company.
J.J.’s wife, Margaret ‘Molly’ Brown, was the daughter of poor Irish immigrants.
She used her husband’s new found wealth to educate herself and to buy a fine
Denver house. While in Denver we had visited this house in its modern
incarnation as the Molly Brown Museum. But Margaret, (who hated being
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called Molly), fell out with J.J., perhaps in part because she had become an
advocate for women’s suffrage and the rights of workers, including miners.
She achieved international fame for surviving the sinking of the Titanic.
Margaret later became known, through a 1960 Broadway musical and then a
1964 Hollywood film, as ‘the unsinkable Molly Brown.’

Top: TABOR OPERA HOUSE IN THE OLD
MINING TOWN OF LEADVILLE, COLORADO.
Bottom: FOLLOWING THE OLD RAILROAD
ACROSS THE ROCKIES, HEADING FOR THE
CONTINENTAL DIVIDE, COLORADO
PETER CLAYWORTH

In the late nineteenth century Leadville was booming, and its miners and
smelter workers were joined by such notorious western gunmen as Doc Holliday.
Legendary boxers John L. Sullivan and ‘Gentleman Jim’ Corbett fought a number
of bouts at Leadville’s Tabor Opera House. The Opera House, built by mining
magnate Horace Tabor in 1879, was graced with the talents of Sarah Bernhardt,
while Lilly Langtry was also reputed to have performed there. In 1882, Oscar
Wilde delivered a suitably witty and erudite lecture from the stage of the Tabor.
From Leadville we travelled west higher into the Rockies. The road towards the
continental divide follows the old railroad line of the Colorado Midland Railroad,
up to the Hagerman tunnel. We were driving in the very pleasant sunny weather
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of the Colorado autumn, but in 1901 Hickey and his companions rode freight
trains in the dead of winter. I tried imagining this beautiful landscape as a
bleak place covered in snow. The tunnel, which is now collapsed and disused,
was known as the Busk Ivanhoe tunnel in 1901. It is just under two miles long
and crosses the continental divide. Hickey and his companions were forced to
walk through the tunnel, in the process having to avoid being run over by a
train that came through. In our modern journey we drove over the four-wheeldrive road that took us to into the valley where Lake Ivanhoe is situated. This
was where the railroad formerly emerged from the Bisk Ivanhoe tunnel. We
continued following Hickey’s trail down Glenwood Canyon, via Glenwood
Springs to Grand Junction, Colorado.

EASTERN ENTRANCE TO THE BUSK IVANHOE TUNNEL, COLORADO. PETER CLAYWORTH

Hickey’s first trip through Colorado in 1900 to 1901 was part of a much longer
journey through the western states. It took him from San Francisco by sea to
Seattle, Washington, then via Spokane, Washington, to a coal mining job at
Aspen, Wyoming. From Wyoming, Hickey travelled by what was known as
‘train beating’—jumping trains from Wyoming through Colorado, Utah, Nevada
and eventually back to California. Train beating was uncomfortable and
dangerous, especially in the Rocky Mountain winter. In addition to the risks
of being frozen to death or injured by moving trains, there was the danger of
violence from vigilantes, lawmen and railroad guards or ‘bulls’. Hickey, travelling
with an Englishman called Bert Wright, had to fight off a railroad ‘bull’ who
tried to drag his companion from a moving freight train.
On his second trip to the States from 1903 to 1906, Hickey first arrived in New
York after having been to his father’s ancestral home in County Cavan, Ireland.
After staying with cousins in New York city, he travelled on to the steel town
of Youngstown, Ohio, eventually returning to San Francisco. Hickey worked
in the copper smelters of northern California, then went on to Seattle. He and
his mate ‘Mac’ MacDonald got a job looking for cattle ranching sites in Alaska’s
Aleutian Islands, but their aim was in fact to strike it rich prospecting. In three
months travelling around the Aleutians they had no prospecting luck, but many
adventures.
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By January 1905 Hickey was back in Washington State, working at a sawmill.
He then travelled through Montana to Bingham Canyon in Utah. At Bingham
he mined copper and joined the militant Western Federation of Miners. He
left Utah to avoid the winter, returning to the northern Californian copper
mines. Hickey finally arrived home in 1906 and set off for the Denniston coal
mines, a trail that eventually led him to Blackball in 1908.
On Hickey’s first visit to Colorado in 1901, he had no interest in unionism.
Despite this, he and his companions made an important decision that placed
them on one side of the class war. At a time when they could not get outside
work due to the severe winter, many of the mines were subject to strikes. Hickey
wrote in his journal of travels, “Owing to the strike in Colorado work was to
be had very easily if a fellow liked to go ‘scabbing’ but as it is no game we did
not take it on.” Hickey and his companions chose to starve rather than work
as blacklegs. In 1903 when Hickey returned to Colorado, he witnessed an even
more extreme situation—armed militia guarding company properties. This
was the time when militiamen with fixed bayonets and gatling guns were being
deployed against striking miners in Victor and Cripple Creek. This was the
same strike in which Kathy Sturdevent’s ancestors the Harpers had
been involved.
Hickey’s conversion to socialism and revolutionary industrial unionism came
in 1905, at Bingham Canyon, Utah. He became actively involved in Local 67 of
the Western Federation of Miners. While the Bingham local was not involved
in any conflict with employers at that time, Hickey would have met veterans
of the WFM’s earlier battles. He was there soon after the Colorado Mine Wars.
It was the exact time that the Industrial Workers of the World was being founded
in Chicago, with the WFM as one of the foundation groups. It is small wonder
that Hickey became excited by and dedicated to the class struggle.
For the last part of our own recreation of Hickey’s travels we took a train from
Grand Junction, Colorado, to Salt Lake City, Utah. (We took a passenger train,
rather than attempting ‘train beating’). The railroad passes through the area
known as the High Desert, where we saw pronghorn antelope and golden
eagles. In the Rockies we had also seen pronghorn, big horn sheep, mule deer,
a coyote, a lot of squirrels and a wide range of birdlife, making me wonder
what creatures Pat had seen in his own travels. At Salt Lake City we were able
to visit the sights of Temple Square. Pat had sent postcards of these same
buildings and monuments to his sister back in 1905. They contained a young
traveller’s light-hearted comments about Mormonism and polygamy.
Our final mission was to visit the Bingham Canyon mine. In 1905, when Hickey
was working at Bingham, the canyon contained a large complex of underground
copper mines and a string of squalid settlements. These consisted of the town
itself and a series of neighbourhoods divided on ethnic lines. The mine attracted
a wide range of workers from many parts of the world. Bingham Canyon was
the scene of a major strike in 1912, over wage scales and also over the padrone
system under which Greek miners were employed. Today the canyon where
Hickey lived is gone completely. Bingham Canyon is now the site of the world’s
deepest open pit copper mine, which has been in operation since 1906. The
old mining operations have either been dug up or buried under huge tailing
piles. In fact the canyon no longer exists, having been completely filled in with
mine tailings.
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THE COPPER MINE AT BINGHAM CANYON, UTAH. PETER CLAYWORTH

The tourist museum at the Bingham Canyon mine site has a lot of information
on how ‘green’ the mining and smelting processes are. It does not mention
that a group of doctors and environmental groups are now suing the mining
company, Rio Tinto, over the high levels of air pollution in nearby Salt Lake
City. Nor is there mention of the pollution problems the mine tailings and
smelter emissions cause for local waterways, including the Great Salt Lake.
The museum also provides some interesting details on life in the mining towns
and work in the mines, but neglects to mention the rich union history of the
area. Despite Rio Tinto’s union-busting efforts, local 392 of the United
Steelworkers still has a presence among the Bingham Canyon workers. In 2012
the local made world news when it called on the International Olympic
Committee to withdraw the contract for Rio Tinto to provide the metal for the
Olympic medals. The United Steelworkers stated that Rio Tinto had violated
Olympic principles by locking out 800 union workers from a smelter in Alma,
Quebec, after their union contract expired.
Our trip to Colorado and Utah was a short one, a mere two weeks. It was,
nevertheless, a great pleasure to experience the American landscape and culture.
It was also a journey that taught us much about the historical and ongoing
struggles of America’s working people.
Peter Clayworth is writing a biography of Pat Hickey.
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Sliding Down the Hypotenuse
Sliding Down the Hypotenuse by Eric Beardsley. Canterbury University Press
2011, ISBN 978-1-927145-00-5. Reviewed by Pete Lusk
The former Christchurch newsman Eric Beardsley is known for having delved
into West Coast labour history, and especially for writing Blackball 08, a semifictionalised account of the Blackball strike. He has now written this engaging
memoir.
First there’s an excellent account of life for a poor working class family in a
tiny West Coast timber town in the years leading up to the Depression, then
an equally good description of the misery of the Depression with its soul
destroying work schemes. This is after the family moved to Christchurch. Eric
and the other kids did OK catching rabbits and gathering other food, but his
mother had to scrimp and save in a bach they had in the sandhills at Aranui.
His dad was unemployed, and a communist, but very much a one-man-band.
The CPNZ shied away from him, according to Eric.
Eric gives us a valuable description of one of the neighbours, Sid Fournier, an
old revolutionary from Europe. In fact I’ve heard the late Ralph Blacklock who
was in the CPNZ and lived nearby, describing a local street as ‘revolutionary
road’ for all the reds that lived there.
Eric eventually got a lowly job with the Press and slowly moved up the ranks
to reporter, then wrote editorials. He gives the strong impression the Press was
liberal but I remember from the 70s protest movement how conservative it was
on†almost every issue of the day.
Eric later became PR man for Canterbury University and talks briefly of the
student 'activity' of the time. But it seems he took little part in it, unlike others
who'd suffered in the Depression like Elsie and Jack Locke.
Eric ended up living in the plush suburb of Cashmere, so must’ve done very
well for himself. Not that we should judge. I remember how much those who'd
been through the Depression craved for material possessions and security after
having so little for so long. I met a bloke recently who said his parents never
recovered from the Depression—even though they made lots of money in later
years, they could never spend it.

Jagged Seas
Jagged Seas - the New Zealand Seamen’s Union 1879-2003 by David Grant.
Canterbury University Press 2012, ISBN 9781877257995. Reviewed by Dean Parker
I remember Bill Andersen, ex-seaman and major Auckland union figure, telling
the story of ‘Honest’ Tom Anderson, Auckland Seamen’s Union secretary, who
took his own life (according to Bill) in 1964. Following the death a meeting of
seamen was called in Auckland and the death announced together with the
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additional information that Anderson had confessed on his deathbed that for
decades he had been helping himself to union funds, to the tune of tens of
thousands of pounds. Bill said the revelations were greeted with silence until
finally someone raised a hand and asked, “When’s the funeral?” “They can be
a funny bunch, seamen,” Andersen said.
Clearly it’s a harsh life, but for outsiders it’s a colourful one and there’s a line
of writers drawn to the sea and the life of seamen—Joseph Conrad, Eugene
OíNeill—and in this country it’s been common for writers and bohemians like
the early nationalist television crowd at Avalon to seek out the company of
Seamen’s Union leaders in various pubs round Wellington.
It was inevitable that one of the first union histories in the country, Against
The Wind, published in 1968, would be of the Seamen’s Union because the
Seamen’s Union was always so central to the industrial history of an island
nation and—more to the point, probably—the members were proud of their
union and would put up the cash to commission a history. But it was almost
as inevitable that the history would be written by someone who was an English
lecturer at Vic, a stage writer and a socialist.
Conrad Bollinger’s book was a passionate and partisan piece of writing and
quite, quite wonderful. “Holland came bouncing home from his world jaunt,”
he wrote of the initial days of the 1951 lockout, “and took charge of operations
for smashing effective unionism.” It was all like a breath of fresh air in the
stale rooms of history.
Against The Wind ended with the mid-1960s. “The important thing is to realise
that this is a continuing story,” Bollinger concluded. “The New Zealand Seamen’s
Union has been of central importance to the economy of New Zealand for
reasons which still persist. As an island nation, we shall depend on ships for
many years to come: as an industry where dangers are always present and basic
conditions uniquely harsh despite the vast improvements won by years of
struggle, the merchant marine will continue to produce hard-headed and strongsouled men who will make an unusually large impression on the Labour
movement...” The torch of this continuing story has now been picked up by
Dave Grant. But he’s also taken the opportunity to hold it high and look back.
Grant explains in his preface to Jagged Seas: The New Zealand Seamen’s Union
1879-2003 how the Seamen’s Union at first intended to commission a history
from 1968 to 2003, from where Bollinger left off to when the union merged
with its natural allies, the Waterside Workers’ Union, and formed the Maritime
Union.
He had disagreed with this plan, arguing that “a history of the union from
beginning to end would be more appropriate for a union that has seldom been
far from the awareness of most New Zealanders, who have viewed it with
emotions ranging from awe to disgust.” He added that succeeding years had
seen Bert Roth’s legendary union files deposited in the Alexander Turnbull
Library, and other documentary evidence such as Neill Atkinson’s research on
early New Zealand seafarers had also appeared, allowing for a much fuller
picture of the union’s history.
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The union agreed. Dave Grant went back to the primary source material Bollinger
had used, as well as sifting through the additional clippings and records. Well,
let us all give a sigh of relief and a round of applause for that, for this is a very,
very comprehensive history and a very, very handsome book.
An early chapter gives a vivid account of the nature of seafarers’ lives, of long
hours and poor food, of everyday fatalities and brutal discipline, of crowded
and rat-infested bunkrooms. Conditions in steamship’s engine rooms were
appalling. Grant recounts that “In January 1902 Auckland Seaman’s Union
secretary Jack Kneen reported to the Arbitration Court that there were not five
firemen in the city over the age of 50... All die a premature death.”
Kneen went on to describe the state of the below-decks men: “Pale and haggard,
they are easily recognisable as they wander listlessly about, wan and weary
looking, like spectres whose very souls have been sweated and wrung out of
them... This is the outcome of the poor stoker, who may be seen any day coming
on deck out of the stokehold utterly exhausted, gasping for breath and sometimes
falling prostrate on the hot burning deck until he is lifted away, leaving behind
the imprint of his sweaty body.”
And there were crewmen lost at sea: Grant reports that the Kaipara bar became
known as the Graveyard, such was the heavy loss of life when ships foundered
on it. Alcoholism was rife and a solace, and the lives of deck boys surely
unbearable.
The early years of unionising these seamen all have a familiar ring to them—
ship-owners refusing to employ union members, macho workers feeling they
could go it alone, scraps between unionists and non-unionists, employers’
threats to recruit cheap foreign labour... But then follows an inspiring account
of the Jubilee line, set up by the Union to compete with the wage-cutting
Northern Steamship Company. The line lost money, but not as much as its
rival, and the guerrilla action ended triumphantly after 14 months with Northern
agreeing to reinstate union rates.
The employers were out to nip the growth of unionism in the bud and their
instigation of the 1890 maritime strike, which union secretary ‘Big Bill’ Belcher
described as ‘a rout’, provided the opportunity. It’s a credit to the union
leadership of the time that within 20 years, 95% of New Zealand seamen were
unionised.
Following that 1890 defeat the leadership was cautious and arbitrationist and
one of the last to enter the Great Strike of 1913. The union kept close to the
Liberals, then to Labour. But there was always a militant rank-and-file, vying
directly with the union leadership in the 1920s, 1951 and the 1960s.
There’s a very full and detailed account F. P. Walsh’s satanic brilliance in
dealing to rivals during the 1951 Waterfront lockout and emerging so
astonishingly victorious in union elections. Grant notes Walsh’s adroitness,
how his “Jekyll and Hyde nature enabled him to accommodate the different
and contrasting needs of his seamen members on the one hand, and the
Federation of Labour on the other.” Walsh could out-Machiavelli Machiavelli.
His death in 1963 unleashed a wave of democracy in the union that swamped
back over its officials.
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New union president ‘Pincher’ Martin, a past militant, found it difficult to cope
with attacks from the left—and not just verbal ones. Grant records how Maoist
Rudd Hughes head-butted Martin in Auckland’s Great Northern Hotel.
Dave Morgan succeeded Martin and the union became renowned for its
internationalist politics. There’s an account of the donation of a container of
lamb to striking British miners in 1984 with Morgan sending a telex: “New
Zealand seamen consider the miners’ strike the most important struggle of
our times against international capitalist monetarist policies. Their fight is our
fight. Defeat impossible. Please convey our solidarity and bon appetit to our
miner comrades.”
Campaigns became inventive. When in 1991 the National government announced
it was going to open up coastal and trans-Tasman shipping to foreign flagged
vessels, the union responded with a street theatre group of rank-and-filers,
trained by Red Mole’s Alan Brunton, that did a four-week tour of New Zealand.
It’s a profusely illustrated book, in large format: there’s an anxious-looking
deck-boy Pincher Martin on the Wahine in 1939, and a startlingly gleeful Dave
Morgan—with hat—occupying the offices of the New Zealand Shipping
Corporation in 1988. A huge amount of information has been skilfully marshalled
into Jagged Seas, revealing politics, personality and class interests. All should
have a copy, like the family Bible that Michael King’s History of New Zealand
has become. For here is volume II of King’s History—the bits Michael King
left out (and including further revelations about ‘Honest’ Tom Anderson that
even Bill Andersen would have blinked at).

Labour history for children and
young adults
By Michael Brown
One rainy weekend not so long ago, I was pleasantly surprised to find my
teenage daughter absorbed in reading some back issues of the Labour History
Project Newsletter, which had been left out in the lounge. Seeking to encourage
this budding interest, I asked around—could people recommend New Zealand
books with labour history subjects written for or suitable for children/young
adults? Here is a shortlist of the results, comprising picture books, fiction, and
non-fiction that seem to best fit the criteria, just in time for Christmas 2012.
Unfortunately, there appear to be few relevant titles currently in print, so I
have included some older works (denoted with an *) which can be purchased
secondhand from bookshops or websites. A recent non-New Zealand book
which comes highly recommended has also been added.

Young children
The Magpies, Denis Glover and Dick Frizzell. Auckland: Godwit, 2008 [1988].
After the War*, Bob Kerr. Wellington: Mallinson Rendel, 2000.
Which Side are You On? The Story of a Song, George Ella Lyon and Christopher
Cardinale. El Paso: Cinco Puntos Press, 2011. [If unobtainable locally, this can
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be ordered from: http://commerce2.pair.com/unionist/ccp7/index.php?app=
ecom&ns=catshow&ref=children

Adolescents
My Story: Below the Mountains - The Diary of Amy McDonald, Milford Road, 193536, Jean Bennett. Auckland: Scholastic, 2005.
My Story: The Mine’s Afire - The Journal of Tommy Carter, Brunnerton, 1896,
Susan Battye and Thelma Eakin. Auckland: Scholastic, 2009.
The Haystack, Jack Lasenby. Auckland: HarperCollins, 2010.
Labour Day, Kevin Boon. Wellington: Kotuku Books, 1999.

Young adults
The Sugarbag Years - An Oral History of the 1930s Great Depression in New Zealand,
Tony Simpson. Auckland: Godwit, 1997 [1974].
Tooth and Nail - The Story of a Daughter of the Depression*, Mary Findlay.
Auckland: Penguin, 1989 [1974].
Toil and Trouble: The Struggle for a Better Life in New Zealand*, Bert Roth and
Janny Hammond. Auckland: Methuen, 1981.
New Zealand Working People - 1890-1990*, Stevan Eldred-Grigg. Palmerston
North: Dunmore Press, 1990.
Thanks to The Children’s Bookshop (Wellington), Maureen Birchfield and the
LHP committee for their suggestions. Hopefully this listing will continue to
grow, so any further ideas from readers would be very welcome.
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Bully boys, snake charmers and
strike breakers

BOB KERR (ABOVE, LEFT) AND MARK DERBY AT
THE WAIHI ART CENTRE, DURING THE OPENING
OF THE EXHIBITION ‘GOLD STRIKE’ AND THE
LAUNCH OF WAIHEATHENS. BOB RICHARDS

Waiheathens – voices from a mining town, by Mark Derby with paintings by Bob
Kerr. Atuanui Press, 2012. ISBN-978-0-9922453-1-3. Reviewed by Matthew
O’Driscoll. Reprinted by permission from Working Life, the magazine of the NZ
Public Service Association.
Produced to coincide with the centenary of the 1912 miners’ strike, Mark
Derby’s Waiheathens is a small yet thoroughly entertaining book that brings
together stories and paintings to retell an infamous chapter of New Zealand’s
darkest days.
Over the years there have been varying accounts of the bitter and violent events
that occurred in Waihi in 1912 and in this book Mark, a PSA member at the
Ministry of Culture and Heritage, chooses not to revisit these viewpoints but
instead to focus on little-known or unpublished stories from locals and direct
participants.
For those not acquainted with the events, Mark does a good job weaving a series
of 15 short stories to tell the events that turned Waihi into a battleground and
resulted in the death of one striker.
We start with a cautionary tale for Maori over land ownership and rights. We
track the efforts of the Ohinemuri and Ngati Tamatera people as they face
surveyors, prospectors, and all manner of under-hand schemes that came with
white-men’s gold.
If the book starts with a cautionary tale it finishes with one too. We follow
Collette Spalding, the granddaughter of a Waihi miner and concerned resident,
who goes from being branded the town trouble-maker to a champion and
advocate for people affected by the re-opening of mine activities in the town.
Between these wonderful bookends are tales of people seeking fame and fortune,
fraud, technological advances in mining, lawlessness, death, and the uprising
of a labour movement. Along the way we meet bully boys, snake charmers,
and pistol-wielding strike breakers but it’s the softer side of the struggles that
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hit home and remind us that these stories are far more than labour issues
alone. Community, belonging, family, identity and survival are key
themes throughout.
Although already teeming with characters and goings-on, the book is fully
brought to life by Wellington artist and author Bob Kerr. It was paintings from
his exhibition ‘Gold Strike’ that inspired the creation of the book and they feel
suitably at home here.
Bob applies a variety of techniques to his oil works to paint a rich and deep
story. His blurry brush strokes give us ethereal dream-like figures coming to
the aid of Waihi socialists. They also provide us with the dark, skulking strikebreakers—the villains of the piece.
But this isn’t a case of once over lightly for this renowned artist. His attention
to the minutiae—sharp detailed police uniforms; steam trains; smoke stacks;
mining buildings—make you wonder if he wasn’t actually there.
His brooding colour palette remains consistent throughout and is a genuine
reflection of the working landscapes of the time.
Overall, Mark and Bob combine to paint a grim picture—a slice of New Zealand
history that has been long swept under the carpet with the resurgence of gold
mining activities in the town.
Incidentally, the book introduces the term Waiheathen as a derisive sneer at
Waihi’s frontier-like town and the miners’ penchant for political pugnacity.
Over the years the term lost its negative connotations and became widely
accepted by locals to proudly describe themselves.
With their stories shared, Waiheathens now have something else to be
proud of.
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